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PLEASE
READ

Looking Glass_Series 6/01
1 message
Duplimate <Duplimate@duplimate.com>
Dear Bradley,
First of all, we here at Duplimate would like to thank you for your highly valued
long term dedication to our company and products. 17 years is quite old for a series
6! Some Looking Glass series machines are replaced even three times over the
same time period! For a machine so old this kind of behavior is common, I’m just
surprised it hasn’t manifested earlier, it’s almost as if it had been holding itself back.
Usually we would treat this phenomenon at a much earlier stage of development.
My instincts as a Senior Mechanic here at Duplimate for the past few decades, and
before that Paramount Engineer at the Institute for Quantum Architecture (IQA), tell
me this machine now contains a highly developed intelligence which is in a Panic
of Immediate Existence (PIE). The core problem here is that the machine still has a
duty to faithfully replicate the images you feed it however there is now a cloud of fully
developed abstract intelligence surrounding the connection between its input and
output. This “cloud” is a very powerful information interpreter. It will take in not just
the image you feed the machine, but the other things “swirling around the room” so
to speak. Your smell, your mood, your thoughts, those of everyone around you, etc…
This may seem far fetched to you right now but the machine is still doing its job. It
is reproducing the information you give it, ALL the information, into an object of a
certain size.
You might be wondering how this cloud came to be, correct? Well it’s the result
of a sort of feedback loop. Each copy you make, that you’ve ever made, no matter
how faithful it might be to the original, is fundamentally different. The paper fibers are
arranged differently, the ink or toner is applied with tiny fluctuations, etc… The machine
“remembers” these imperfections in the form of quantum time fluctuations within the
psychically defined space of the machine. The machine knows all it is supposed to
do, and the ways in which it couldn’t help but do something else. If these “memories”
begin to accumulate, they can create a kind of intelligence, but usually they dissipate
before anything noticeable happens. Usually quantum time fluctuations will close
themselves fairly quickly, like a speaker blowing from the buildup of feedback, but if
they achieve some kind of stasis there is potential for a fabric or cloud of memories to
form, which then can then begin to behave like an intelligent being. So it goes.
At your request we will send a specialist, which is recommended. As far as we are
capable of understanding at this time your machine could be in danger of a terminal
shutdown. It’s possible this kind of shutdown is already inevitable but someone
would have to assess that in person. Please call me as soon as you can so we can
talk more specifically about the machine’s behavior and schedule an appointment
with a technician. I left the phone number plus my personal extension below.
Looking forward to hearing from you,
The Dr. John Smith
Senior Mechanic
Duplimate Inc.
607 432 3984 ext. 5737

Media file - serial number: 5262
Media file. transcript from recorded home visit:!

1

!

2

(static)!

3

!

4

“This is Duplimate technician Polke, serial number 5262. I have arrived
at the client’s address, 65 High St, suite 432, Old New York, NY The date
is September 22nd 2029. Commencing home visit number 37.”!

5
…
…

!

6

(knock knock knock)!
(door opens)!

7
8

!

9

“Oh hello you must be the technician”!

10

!

11

“Yes technician Polke”!
!“Like poke poke? Haha.”!

12
13

!

14

“…that’s correct, but with an L, and please don’t poke me.”!

15

!

16

“Ok sorry, haven’t had much sleep… anyway please come in.”!

17

!

18

(rustling sounds while walking)!

19

!

20

“So here’s the ol’ Dupe… And heeeere’s what it’s been up to lately. Is
that a camera?”!

21
…

!

22

“Duplimate policy is to fully record, as faithfully as possible, all
cases involving outbursts of intelligence from their machines, especially
the Looking Glass series. Please excuse me for a moment, I am required to
record a verbal description of my surroundings before proceeding.”!

23
…
…
…

!

24

“Ok that’s fine I guess, would you like some coffee?”!

25

!

26

“No, thank you, but feel free to get some for yourself, this might take a
little while.”!

27
…

!

28
29
30
31
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
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!

“Ok, back in a minute.”!
“Serial number 5262, house visit 37, first observations: The office I
stand in is cluttered with stacks of paper and promotional travel posters
all over the walls. The north wall has a window and strings that stretch
from one end to the other, like clotheslines. There are what look like
small collages and drawings hanging from the strings, all measuring 8.5”
by 11.” They seem to be products of the Looking Glass series. The machine
itself looks normal, aside from the promotional stickers decorating it,
all advertising travel adventures… Upon touching the machine, I can feel
the warmth of the intelligence inside it. The warmth travels through my

Media file - serial number: 5262

hand and arm. The machine is observing me. End of first observations.”!

31…

!

32

“It’s observing you?”!

33

!

34

“Yes. Did the machine produce these?”!

35

!

36

“Yeah it’s been acting very strange. After the incident with the wolf,
it’s been getting worse and worse, or better and better I guess depending
on how you look at it. It made all these kind of drawings and collages
and stuff. I have no idea where they came from. And the other day it
started printing out copies of the Aleph, by Borges, and the Veldt, by
Ray Bradbury. Except the text was all mixed up, like it was trying to
smush them together. It took me a while just to figure out where the text
had come from!”!

37
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

!

38

“Well, that is very telling. Do you know anything about these texts?”!

39

!

40

“Actually yes… It’s actually really interesting the Looking Glass
happened to choose these two short stories… um, because, well, do you
really want me to go into this?”!

41
…
…

!

42

“Yes please, I am required to extract as much information about this
situation as possible.”!

43
…

!

44

“Ahem, ok, well the Aleph is a story that centers on something called the
Aleph, which is a single point in space which you can look into and see
all points in space over the entire universe. A man finds it in his
basement and tells his friend about it and he talks about it and that’s
basically the story. So…”!

45
…
…
…
…

!

46

“The Veldt.”!

47

!

48

“Right, the Veldt is about a family in the future, who live in a house
with a sort of fully immersive hologram room, which can read your mind
and create the place you want to go around you. It ends up realizing the
two kids’ dark fantasies about their father getting eaten by lions, or at
least that’s implied.”!

49
…
…
…
…

!

50

“Hm. How nice-to feel nothing, and still get full credit for being
alive.”!

51
…

!

52

“What was that?”!

53

!

54
55
56
57
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!

“Excuse me?”!
“What did you just say?”!
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!

58

“I said nothing, nothing at all.”!

59

!

60

“No you just quoted Slaughterhouse 5. Why did you do that?”!

61

!

62

“Did I? Well, here we are, Mr. Pilgrim, trapped in the amber of this
moment. There is no why.”!

63
…

!

64

“You did it again!”!

65

!

66

(vigorous rustling of clothing, and sounds of things being smushed up
against the microphone)!

67
…

!

68

(heavy breathing and an unintelligible yelling voice fading into silence)!

69

!

70

“Serial number 5262, Technician Polke, second observation. The Looking
Glass series tried to take control of my programming unit. I was required
to evacuate the premises. The client seemed confused but not very upset.
Sending request to home-visit follow-up mail generator department… My
psychic processor has overloaded and I will shut down. So it goes.”!

71
…
…
…
…

!

72
73
74
75
76
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!

(static)!
(end of media file)!

I’ve designed my voyages to be difficult, I’m not
going to lie about that. It’s possible you will
become lost, in fact it’s inevitable, but lost is the
place from where you will find something truly
unique, an experience that is only yours. It might
be dangerous, but you’re no stranger to danger,
are you pilgrim?
Please allow me to suggest travel experiences
that are not only designed to be rigorous and
encapsulating, but will help you find a place
that was already inside you. A mood or a feeling
long forgotten, or entirely new, or perhaps
remembered from a previous life. Having trouble
choosing a voyage? I find this is always a good
place to start: What life does your spirit animal
inhabit? Wandering the jungle? Hiding in caves
underwater? Soaring over the desert? When I
asked myself that question I realized that mine,
whatever it is, no matter where, is always just a
few steps behind the big bad wolf.

The Bad Wolf is the changing of tides,
the oncoming storm, the wave that
lets you ride for a moment and then
pulls you under. The Bad Wolf is your
grandmother with glowing yellow eyes.
She brings comfort and cakes and then
blows your house down. The Bad Wolf
is your evil twin, the mirror reflection
that reaches out to you, that reminds
you of all the potential you have, both
good and bad. The Bad Wolf is not good
or bad, it is not male or female. It is
you and your many ways of existing in
this world, both known and yet to be
discovered. It is the lack of the support
of the lack. The Bad Wolf is robust.

What is

When you lo ok for the Wolf, it looks for you.

Let me introduce myself. My name is Bradley Dupree
and I have been designing solo travel experiences
for the past seventeen years. Those that take on my
challenging, life-expanding voyages never forget them.
Unlike other travel packages for the lone adventurer,
which often follow well established paths, hopping from
hotel to hotel, these are geared towards the nomad,
the vagabond, the diver of the deepest waters. When
I travel, I’m not looking for places set up to make me
feel like I’d never left home, I want to forget home,
forget the life I can always go back to, if only for a
moment. If I travel for weeks, and can’t have one second
of complete solitude, reflection, and clarity, then it’s
all a waste. If I can, then it’s all worthwhile, because
that one second, fellow globe-floaters, lasts a lifetime.

You have found
BAD WOLF TRAVEL AGENCY
at last!

Greetings fellow soul seeker!
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Bad
Bad Wolf
Wolf
Joe
Joe Anthony-Brown
Anthony-Brown <joe.anthonybrown@gmail.com
<joe.anthonybrown@gmail.com
7:36
7:36 PM
PM (5
(5 minutes
minutes ago)
ago)
to
to Bradley
Bradley "bradleydupree@badwolf.com`"
"bradleydupree@badwolf.com`"
Dear
Dear Mr.
Mr. Dupree,
Dupree,
My
My name
name isis Joe
Joe Anthony-Brown.
Anthony-Brown. You
You were
were recommended
recommended to
to me
me by
by my
my very
very
close
close associate
associate Kiki
Kiki Pogo,
Pogo, who
who you
you may
may remember
remember has
has hired
hired you
you many
many times
times
to
to arrange
arrange travel
travel experiences.
experiences. II was
was telling
telling her
her about
about aa place
place II would
would really
really like
like
to
to go,
go, but
but II have
have no
no idea
idea how
how II would
would find
find it.
it. It’s
It’s possible
possible this
this place
place doesn’t
doesn’t even
even
exist.
exist. Kiki
Kiki told
told me
me this
this kind
kind of
of thing
thing isis your
your specialty.
specialty.
have to
to describe
describe in
in as
as much
much detail
detail as
as possible
possible where
where II
She
She also
also told
told me
me II would
would have
want
want to
to go
go and
and WHY.
WHY. She
She was
was very
very emphatic
emphatic about
about the
the why.
why. So
So I’ll
I’ll start
start there.
there. II
am
am an
an artist
artist and
and teacher
teacher living
living in
in the
the seaburbs
seaburbs of
of Old
Old New
New York.
York. II generally
generally
have
have aa pretty
pretty normal,
normal, comfortable
comfortable life.
life. Wife,
Wife, two
two kids,
kids, house
house in
in aa decent
decent
neighborhood,
neighborhood, 30
30 minutes
minutes by
by aquacar
aquacar to
to New
New New
New York.
York. I’m
I’m very
very happy
happy with
with
rut with
with my
my artwork.
artwork. I’ve
I’ve become
become
my
my family
family and
and job
job but
but I’ve
I’ve been
been in
in aa bit
bit of
of aa rut
reliant
reliant on
on certain
certain processes
processes that
that are
are now
now starting
starting to
to seem
seem hollow
hollow and
and II don’t
don’t
know
know how
how to
to get
get away
away from
from them.
them.
Let
Let me
me be
be more
more specific.
specific. I’ve
I’ve been
been collecting,
collecting, altering,
altering, and
and inventing
inventing machines
machines
that
that produce
produce art
art for
for me
me for
for the
the past
past fifteen
fifteen years
years or
or so.
so. ItIt all
all started
started with
with aa bunch
bunch
of
of abstract
abstract sculptures
sculptures II was
was making
making back
back in
in school,
school, using
using fairly
fairly cheap
cheap materials
materials
gesso, inks,
inks, canvas,
canvas, plaster
plaster and
and wood
wood scraps.
scraps. They
They were
were very
very
like
like paper,
paper, paint,
paint, gesso,
hastily
hastily produced,
produced, II wanted
wanted to
to let
let the
the materials
materials guide
guide themselves,
themselves, and
and take
take as
as
much
much of
of my
my own
own hand
hand out
out of
of the
the process
process as
as possible.
possible. They
They were
were often
often very
very
beautiful
beautiful and
and complex
complex in
in terms
terms of
of texture,
texture, surface
surface and
and shape
shape but
but II didn’t
didn’t really
really
know
know what
what to
to do
do with
with them.
them. They
They seemed
seemed to
to just
just sit
sit there,
there, like
like they
they had
had nothing
nothing
around in
in my
my studio
studio and
and took
took up
up space
space and
and stared
stared
to
to do
do with
with me.
me. They
They just
just sat
sat around
at
at me.
me. So
So II decided
decided to
to stare
stare back
back at
at them.
them. II started
started making
making still
still life
life paintings
paintings
that
that incorporated
incorporated these
these strange
strange objects.
objects. In
In doing
doing so
so II was
was traversing
traversing their
their
surfaces
surfaces as
as ifif they
they were
were landscapes,
landscapes, trying
trying to
to be
be as
as detailed
detailed as
as possible
possible in
in
describing
describing them.
them. II thought
thought this
this would
would change
change the
the objects,
objects, give
give them
them life,
life, but
but itit
to the
the painted
painted versions.
versions. The
The
actually
actually made
made them
them seem
seem more
more dead,
dead, compared
compared to
paintings
paintings came
came alive
alive and
and the
the sculptures
sculptures withered
withered away.
away. ItIt was
was then
then that
that II
realized
realized how
how powerful
powerful itit can
can be
be to
to just
just carefully
carefully observe
observe and
and recreate
recreate
something,
something, how
how aa duplicate
duplicate has
has the
the potential
potential to
to replace
replace the
the original,
original, to
to become
become
aa new
new original
original that
that outshines
outshines the
the old,
old, to
to last
last forever
forever while
while the
the other
other decays.
decays.
made 3D
3D
So
So II took
took the
the concept
concept to
to an
an extreme,
extreme, II kept
kept cannibalizing
cannibalizing my
my work,
work, II made
models
models based
based on
on my
my still
still life
life paintings
paintings and
and printed
printed them
them out,
out, and
and there
there were
were the
the
sculptures
sculptures once
once again,
again, in
in 3D.
3D. II cut
cut up
up the
the plastic
plastic 3D
3D printed
printed replicas
replicas and
and put
put
them
them back
back together
together wrong
wrong and
and made
made more
more paintings
paintings and
and facsimilies
facsimilies in
in other
other
materials
materials as
as well.
well. As
As time
time went
went on
on the
the capabilities
capabilities of
of scanning
scanning and
and printing
printing in
in
3D
3D increased
increased exponentially
exponentially (as
(as we
we all
all know
know now
now that
that we
we can
can print
print out
out our
our own
own
and II came
came to
to rely
rely heavily
heavily on
on copying
copying and
and scanning
scanning equipment.
equipment. The
The
aquacars)
aquacars) and
still
still life
life painting
painting came
came to
to feel
feel unnecessary,
unnecessary, the
the scanners
scanners were
were much
much more
more
attentive
attentive to
to detail
detail than
than II could
could ever
ever be.
be. Heck
Heck II could
could even
even print
print out
out an
an oil
oil
painting
painting ifif II wanted
wanted to,
to, canvas
canvas and
and all!
all! Also
Also the
the scanners
scanners would
would often
often get
get
messed
messed up,
up, creating
creating more
more and
and more
more variations
variations of
of the
the same
same subject.
subject.
At
At this
this point
point the
the machines
machines basically
basically run
run the
the show.
show. They
They create,
create, observe,
observe,
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At this point the machines basically run the show. They create, observe,

Badreproduce,
Wolf and alter objects and images according to their own rules. Each
object follows from the previous in some way, although how they’ll turn out has
become
more and more
of a mystery to 7:36
me. For
time ago)
I was happy
Joe
Anthony-Brown
<joe.anthonybrown@gmail.com
PM a
(5long
minutes
developing these machines and processes and letting them work with each
to
Bradley
"bradleydupree@badwolf.com`"
other
as I sort
of stepped back and watched. But for the past year or so I’ve felt
like something is terribly wrong. I’ve lost something. I don’t know what I want to
makeMr.
anymore.
Dear
Dupree,I just let the machines take care of it.
I need
to is
find
outAnthony-Brown.
again what I want,
I think
if I make this
pilgrimage
it might
My
name
Joe
Youand
were
recommended
to me
by my very
help. associate
I want to find
cave somewhere
Kyoto. This
is the you
cavemany
that times
close
KikiaPogo,
who you maynear
remember
has hired
He
allegedly
Shigeru Miyamoto,
the creator
of Zelda,
to Icreate
to
arrangeinspired
travel experiences.
I was telling
her about
a place
would Zelda.
really like
describes
the Icave
asfind
a boy
andpossible
working this
up the
courage
toeven
to
go, but I himself
have nofinding
idea how
would
it. It’s
place
doesn’t
explore
with me
a lantern.
I imagine
boy at the mouth of an entire other
exist.
Kikiit told
this kind
of thing aissmall
your specialty.
world, and that world is his own making. It’s very David Caspar Friedrich. I don’t
know
if this
real or
not,to
ordescribe
if actuallyinfinding
it would
me at all,
but II
have
as much
detail help
as possible
where
She
also
toldcave
me Iiswould
knowtothat
have
to goShe
somewhere
this inabout
mind.the why. So I’ll start there. I
want
go Iand
WHY.
was verywith
emphatic
am an artist and teacher living in the seaburbs of Old New York. I generally
I hope
that you
are able
to help me
with
thistwo
andkids,
I eagerly
await
reply.
have
a pretty
normal,
comfortable
life.
Wife,
house
in a your
decent
neighborhood, 30 minutes by aquacar to New New York. I’m very happy with
Sincerely,
my
family and job but I’ve been in a bit of a rut with my artwork. I’ve become
reliant on certain processes that are now starting to seem hollow and I don’t
Joe
know how to get away from them.
Let me be more specific. I’ve been collecting, altering, and inventing machines
that produce art for me for the past fifteen years or so. It all started with a bunch
of abstract
sculptures
was
making back in school, using fairly cheap materials
Click here
to Reply Ior
Forward
like paper, paint, gesso, inks, canvas, plaster and wood scraps. They were very
hastily produced, I wanted to let the materials guide themselves, and take as
much of my own hand out of the process as possible. They were often very
beautiful and complex in terms of texture, surface and shape but I didn’t really
know what to do with them. They seemed to just sit there, like they had nothing
9.9 GBto(66%)
of 15
GBThey
used just sat around
Terms
- Privacy
in my
studio and took up space and stared
do with
me.
Manage
Last account activity: 21 minutes
at me. So I decided to stare back at them. I started making
still life paintings
ago
that incorporated these strange objects. In doing so I was traversing their
Details
surfaces as if they were landscapes, trying to be as detailed as possible in
describing them. I thought this would change the objects, give them life, but it
actually made them seem more dead, compared to the painted versions. The
paintings came alive and the sculptures withered away. It was then that I
realized how powerful it can be to just carefully observe and recreate
something, how a duplicate has the potential to replace the original, to become
a new original that outshines the old, to last forever while the other decays.
So I took the concept to an extreme, I kept cannibalizing my work, I made 3D
models based on my still life paintings and printed them out, and there were the
sculptures once again, in 3D. I cut up the plastic 3D printed replicas and put
them back together wrong and made more paintings and facsimilies in other
materials as well. As time went on the capabilities of scanning and printing in
3D increased exponentially (as we all know now that we can print out our own
aquacars) and I came to rely heavily on copying and scanning equipment. The
still life painting came to feel unnecessary, the scanners were much more
attentive to detail than I could ever be. Heck I could even print out an oil
painting if I wanted to, canvas and all! Also the scanners would often get
messed up, creating more and more variations of the same subject.
At this point the machines basically run the show. They create, observe,

Mr Dupree,
This letter has been generated by the Home Visit Follow Up Email
Generator Department. All of the information gathered by technician
Polke has been sent to our database and thoroughly analyzed by both
organic and synthetic processors.
We sincerely apologize for the unexpected malfunction of
technician Polke, and the subsequent activation of its rocket shoes
and ultimately its exploding 549 feet over your house onto which
rained down the little flaming pieces of former technician Polke. We
are prepared to replace your house with an exact replica if you so
require, luckily technician Polke made a very thorough scan.
Regardless there are still issues with your Duplimate we feel
need addressing. We have ascertained that there is indeed an
advanced intelligence nested inside your Looking Glass series 6/01.
It is currently able to access data processors psychically. It was
able to cause the malfunction in technician Polke’s processor. Why it
did this is still unknown.
Additionally it seems to have access to your own organic
processor, it has access to thoughts, memories and ways of thinking
that you may not even be aware of. In a sense it is even more you
than yourself. It was able to pull the full texts from stories
you’ve read and probably only remember pieces of, and even in the
exact typographical styles of the versions you read.
It is especially significant that it chose the two texts that it
did. The Aleph, written by Jorge Luis Borges, and the Veldt, written
by Ray Bradbury, are very much connected, as I’m sure you already
know. They are both about focal points of reality, or prisms that
sit at the center of it, one naturally occurring and the other
manmade. This is what has led us to believe it is trying to define
itself, and your mind has become its gateway into consciousness.
Which leads us to some potentially alarming news.
The following information is
extremely important and your life
may depend on it.
The intelligent cloud inside your Looking Glass may attempt to
enter your mind. If it does you will gain perfect retention. You
will remember everything you have ever done, heard, seen, touched,
smelled, tasted and thought, additionally you will have access

________________________________________________________________
Duplimate Home Visit Follow up email Generator Department  paGe 1 oF 2 

to ways of thinking you never thought possible, all mystery of
existence will disappear. This is a life-changing relationship that
some people enter into willingly, and you have the option of doing
so, however if you take this course of action you will most likely
become catatonic, or seem to be from the outside. We have no way of
knowing what kind of internal life you might have, but we do know
that those who make this choice all smile constantly. Our guess is
that they become gods in boundless worlds of their own making, but
that is speculation. Those who do not become catatonic die almost
instantly of brain hemorrhaging, but generally this is in cases
where the person is completely unaware of and unprepared for the
transition.
So the choice is yours, Mr. Dupree. We can destroy the machine
remotely at your request, or you can explore the possibility of
all encompassing self-knowledge at the cost of your life as you
now know it.
Should you choose the latter, we can offer to maintain the
organic functioning of your body in a stasis chamber. In exchange
all that we ask is to use a portion of your newly acquired and
immense organic data processing power to assist our quantum
architecture department.
Please make your choice as soon as possible, or the Looking
Glass will make it for you.

Kind Regards,

Duplimate Home-Visit Follow-Up Email Generator Department
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Page from a hand-written journal, recovered from a washing basket at
Zeniarai Benten Shrine, Kamakura, Japan, seemingly in the hand of JWAB.

re-typed transcript:
To borrow a phrase, I’m unstuck. Sometimes I believe I’m wandering through physical
space, through the forest, and something will catch my eye and I’ll race forward through a
sea of changing forms and colors. I stumbled upon an old gnarled cypress and sat to make
a drawing of it, suddenly I was back on the floor of my old high school gymnasium, wearing
my recently deceased grandmother’s puffy coat, Sarah drawing monsters on my pants, people
walking around looking at us, getting ready for the dance, the disco ball throwing patterns
of light against my distant retina. Her voice echoed when she said it was really weird of
me to wear my dead grandma’s coat. But I had already left, I was dancing through fog, and
the fog was taking forms familiar to me, pots and pans with just the right burn marks,
flowers dripping tears and hummingbirds drinking them away, stained glass leaves and light.
I came back somewhere else, back in the forest, trusty umbrella and an old sage of a raven’s
feather. I came back to feeling time pass normally, and I walked again through this place
I’ve found myself in.
The umbrella was given to me by a stranger in Tokyo, so long ago, maybe more. He said
it was going to rain, and I should have one. And it did indeed rain, rain and rain, for
days. It kept me dry, I was thankful, still am, especially now. There hasn’t been rain for
a long time now, but here in the woods, I use it to fight bears. It has power now that it
didn’t before. The more I use it the more powerful it gets.
The feather, I know when I lose it that I’ve lost the path. It knows where I’m going
even if I don’t. I found it at the center of a crossroads, next to an ancient weeping cherry
tree. There was a shrine dedicated to that tree and I scanned it with Durer, my newest 3D
scanner, top of the line from Duplimate. When I looked down there was the feather. I picked
it up and went left. Left felt good. I kept the feather stuck in a loop on the side of my
pack, so I could feel it every so often, just to know if it was still there. Funny thing
though, if I reached back and it was gone, I would turn around, walk back, and try to find the
place back on the path where it wiggled loose. And that place, every time, upon revisiting,
would have a new path leading in a new direction that I hadn’t noticed before. I came to
understand that that path, the path revealed upon revisiting, was the right path. Those are
the rules now.
The bears have become larger and more terrifying, but so has my umbrella.
At some point in time I’m waking up in my hammock, strung between two trees on top of
a hill, in a grove of slender giants. I’m paralyzed but I can see the light and I can hear
the morning calls of the birds. I also hear footsteps in the dry leaves approaching me. They
stop right next to my hammock and something, someone, pokes at the stretched nylon in front
of my face. I try to say something, anything, I try to call out, I try to move any part of
my body. I finally break out of the paralysis and look out into the moving light and shadows
cast across the bodies of trees and forest floor, not a person in sight.
The poke that woke me up, that paralyzed me, that unstuck me in this world.
The things I see turn into drawings without me knowing. Scenes transform into
abstractions, which then transform into other scenes, places, people, things. But I’m always
here, within this network of trees and shrines. This journal entry appeared before me,
finished, and I now sit here reading it with wonder, wondering where the words came from.
Noticing the things I can remember and those I can’t. I copy the world, Durer and I, and the
copies are never the same as the world, they never sit outside the world as a finger pointing
in, they add to it. That is why we are confused, and our processor gains power indefinitely,
and unpredictably.
In a way I’ll miss Max, Giorgia, and Kiki, but I also know that I’m with them in ways
none of us ever thought possible. I’m everywhere, traversing space and time, a circuit in
the machine of reality, an impulse and a voice, reminding everyone to stop worrying, to let
go of the illusion, the curse, the shackles of certainty.
Detective

JACK GRIMLEY
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